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	What our customers say...



	
	Thousands of users are using our software to conquer their algebra homework. Here are some of their experiences: 


		My parents are really happy.  I brought home my first A in math yesterday and I know I couldnt have done it without the Algebrator.

	Daniel Swan, IA


		The Algebrator software has made my life much easier.  I have always struggled with math my whole life.  I could never grasp what the teacher was saying.  My algebra tutor suggested I check out your software.  After looking at the demo, I purchased it. My grades have gone from a D to B!  I owe it all to your software.

	Colleen D. Lester, PA


		Moving from town to town is hard, especially when you have to understand every teacher's way of teaching. With the Algebrator it feels like there's only one teacher, and a good one too. Now I don't have to worry about coping with Algebra. I am searching for help in other domains too.

	Linda Hodges, SC


		The most thing that I like about Algebrator software, is that I can save the expressions in a file, so I can save my homework on the computer, and print it for the teacher whenever he asked for it, and it looks much prettier than my hand writing.

	John Doer, TX


		To be honest I was a little skeptical at first about how easy Algebrator would be. But it really is the easiest program to get up and running.  I was learning algebra within minutes of downloading the software.

	Theresa Saunders, OR
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